
Introduction

FR ANÇOIS RAFFOUL AND DAVID PETTIGREW

Heidegger often has been reproached for his alleged neglect of practical is-
sues, specifically his “inabilit y” to propose or articulate an ethics or a poli-
tics. The reasons offered in support of such a claim vary. They include, for

example, his supposed privileging of “the Same” as opposed to an authentic thought
of “the Other”; his “contempt” for ontic or concrete affairs due to some Platonic es-
sentialism; his “dismissal” of the intersubjective or collective dimension of human ex-
perience; and last but not least, his troubled relation to Nazism. Others have argued
that Heidegger’s thought of being suffers from a certain theoreticism. Whatever the
reasons advanced, Heidegger’s thought of Being, it has been concluded, cannot con-
tribute to ethics or politics, or to practical philosophy broadly conceived as a domain
of action and collective existence.

This charge, however, might ultimately rest on a radical misunderstanding: one
seeks to find in his work a classical problematic, does not find it, and concludes from
this that Heidegger ignored the practical dimension of existence. For instance, where
Heidegger takes issue with traditional conceptions of ethics, or where he actually re-
jects ethics as a discipline in the metaphysical tradition, it is concluded that his
thought is an-ethical, if not unethical. In fact, however, his “rejection” of the tradi-
tion of ethics is done in the name of a rethinking of a more “originary” ethics that he
attempts to pursue. This is why, in contrast to these traditional interpretations, this
book, Heidegger and Practical Philosophy, will instead investigate the extent to which
Heidegger’s thought can be read as an important and indeed a crucial resource for
practical philosophy and for the possible articulation of an ethos for our time. For the
issue, as Françoise Dastur reminds us, is not to enframe Heidegger’s thought of the
other, for instance, in preestablished schemas, but rather to approach and question
his thought “with respect to the way in which [it] encountered and posed the ques-
tion of the other.”1 The purpose of Heidegger and Practical Philosophy is to demon-
strate that Heidegger did not neglect the practical dimension of existence but instead
radically transformed the way it is to be thought.
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In fact, recent publications of his early lecture courses in the Gesamtausgabe have
made manifest that Heidegger developed his own thought through an appropriative
reading of practical philosophy and its fundamental categories. For instance, his
1924–1925 course on the Sophist offers a detailed reading of key passages from Aris-
totle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Other courses from that period also testify to the inf lu-
ence of practical-ethical categories in the genesis of Heidegger’s thought and
vocabulary. The reappropriation of Kant’s practical philosophy, the object of several
chapters in this book, also figures prominently in this respect. Besides the crucial
issue of tracing the genesis of Heidegger’s ontological categories in the tradition of
practical philosophy, there is also, in Sein und Zeit particularly, an entire rethinking
of praxis: the emphasis on “concern”; the analyses of everyday being-in-the-world; the
rethinking of entities in terms of the “pravgmata”; the reevaluation of the “prag-
matic”; the genealogy of “theoretical comportment,” and so on. All of these motifs
testify not so much to a simple priorit y of the practical over the theoretical, as we read
sometimes,2 but rather to an attempt to rethink the very status of the practical, which
no longer would be situated within the traditional theory/praxis dichotomy. In a
word, they testify to an attempt at thinking praxis in its ontological sense, and no
longer within a metaphysical structure. One also could note here other factors that
demand a new focus on Heidegger and practical philosophy. Recent works, for in-
stance, Jean-Luc Nancy’s, have drawn their own rethinking of communit y, of “being-
in-common,” from an avowed radicalization of Heidegger’s thought of Being and of
existence. It then becomes unavoidable and necessary to revisit those texts in order
to retrieve in them a sense of communit y that perhaps was not noticed sufficiently in
previous commentaries. Another important aspect of Heidegger’s relation to practi-
cal philosophy, besides his drawing from that tradition and his own rethinking of
the practical, is the way in which his celebrated texts on technology, nihilism, the
atomic age, and so on represent an important resource for ref lecting on our times,
and our contemporary ethos. All of these motifs constitute the raison d’être of this
book, and its foci.

This book will endeavor to explore, then, the practical dimension of Heidegger’s
thought. By this we do not mean, it should be stressed from the outset, a mere “ap-
plication” of Heidegger’s thought to various practical concerns, as though his
thought—or thought in general, for that matter—could be used as a tool, following a
consequentialist or utilitarian model. The current and growing development of so-
called “applied ethics” in the curriculum conceals a peculiar and paradoxical neglect
of a genuine philosophical questioning concerning the meaning of ethics, at the same
moment that it betrays an almost desperate need for ethics in our age. But this need
arises out of the fact that ethics is left groundless. It is then ethics itself that is in need
of a philosophical foundation. It is to such a foundation that this book would like to
contribute. Further, its working hypothesis is that Heidegger’s thought transforms
the way in which the very realm of practice is to be conceived and calls for a radical
rethinking of what is meant by the “ethical,” the “political,” or the “practical” as
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such. The “practical,” “ethical,” and “political” are to be thought from the thought
of Being, because such a thought includes them eminently. As Dastur explains, “For
Heidegger, ‘ontology’ thus understood is always ‘practical,’ always ‘engaged,’ and
thus bears an intrinsically ethical dimension. This is doubtless the reason why Hei-
degger has not written on ethics: because he surely does not need ‘to add’ it on to an
ontology that would then itself be conceived only as a part of philosophy.”3 It is in this
sense that this book is concerned with f leshing out the practical senses of ontology,
and the ontological senses of praxis. In a striking formulation, Dastur writes: “Thus,
for Heidegger, ethics is ontology itself” (HPP, 87).

Various specialists from several countries explore here how Heidegger has posi-
tioned, in his own way, the question of ethics and politics, as well as the practical
scope of his thought. This does not mean so much investigating how his thinking
can be included within preestablished practical categories, or even how Heidegger
has “ontologized” practical categories. Heidegger did not “ontologize” practical phi-
losophy, even when he found his own thought through a destructive/appropriative
reading of this very tradition. Instead, he has circumscribed or delimited the tradi-
tional and derivative opposition of theory and praxis (as well as the “poietical”) and
has begun to think anew the “practical” itself. In “Letter on Humanism,” for in-
stance, Heidegger makes the striking remark that “the deed of thinking (das Tun des
Denkens) is neither theoretical nor practical” (BW, 263). In one sentence, he has at
once stepped out of the theory/praxis opposition and reinscribed another sense of
praxis (“deed of thinking”) at the heart of thinking as the “adventure” into Being.
“Thus thinking is a deed. But a deed that also surpasses all praxis” (BW, 262). This
is why he is able to also state in that essay that “such thinking has no result. It has no
effect” (BW, 259). It has no effect, not because it is solely theoretical or contemplative
(in fact, it “exceeds all contemplation” [BW, 262]), but because the praxis here evoked
is no longer understood as the production of effects on the basis of a theory, within
the end/means operatus. The essence of action, he reminds us in the very first lines
of “Letter on Humanism,” is not that which causes an effect, nor that which is gov-
erned by the value of utilit y. What is at stake in the critique of the theory/praxis op-
position, as well as the instrumental conception of action, is an attempt at freeing
praxis itself as the action of being itself. What is praxis when no longer the act of mas-
tering beings? When it is freed from the t yrannical imperative to produce effects,
that is, results, from the t yrannical imperative that all beings have a use? When it is
freed from the manic, frenetic, or frantic race to exploit all resources, including the
“human” resources? What does Heidegger mean when he speaks of such a deed in
terms of the “humbleness of its inconsequential accomplishment” (BW, 262)? What
is thinking when no longer understood as the contemplative theoria on the basis of
which effects can take place? In fact, thinking does not need to be put into action, as
it were, for when action is defined as the “accomplishment” of man’s relation to
Being, then thinking becomes itself an act (“Thinking acts insofar as it thinks” [BW,
217]). It is in that sense that this book speaks of “practical philosophy”: in the sense
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that Heidegger advances when he states that thinking is “l’engagement par l’Etre pour
l’Etre (engagement by Being for Being)” (BW, 218). It is therefore not simply a matter
here of stating that Heidegger’s thought has a practical and an ethical dimension, but
above all, of beginning a search into the ontological senses of what has been called, in
the tradition, “practical philosophy,” “ethics,” and its fundamental categories. The
ethical, the practical, take place at the ontological level, and it is at that level that the fol-
lowing contributions situate themselves.

This book attempts to elucidate the full scope and significance—as well as certain
limits—of Heidegger’s thought for practical philosophy in five parts: Heidegger and
Practical Philosophy; Heidegger and Ethics; The Question of the Political; Responsi-
bilit y, Being-With, and Communit y; Heidegger and the Contemporary Ethos.

In Part I, the focus is placed on Heidegger’s relation to the tradition of practi-
cal philosophy, in particular, his interpretive reading and appropriation of Aristo-
tle and Kant. It is perhaps not emphasized enough that Heidegger has an important
thought of freedom, approached in positive terms. It is true that Vom Wesen der
menschlichen Freiheit, On the Essence of Human Freedom, volume 31 of the Gesam-
tausgabe, is not yet available in English, which is why the properly Heideggerian un-
derstanding of freedom is taken up with profit in this part in three of its four
chapters. If it is the case, as John Sallis states, that “freedom is the very origin or
non-origin of action, its condition of possibilit y, its wellspring” (HPP, 3), it then be-
comes crucial to an elucidation of Heidegger’s practical philosophy to ref lect fur-
ther on the ontological senses of freedom. However, freedom is approached
outside of the theory/praxis opposition, outside of the metaphysical constructs of
free will, subjectivit y, and causalit y. Let us think here of that passage, among many
others, from The Question Concerning Technology, in which Heidegger asserts firmly
that, “The essence of freedom is originally not connected with the will or even
with the causalit y of human willing.”4 As Dennis Schmidt writes: “This sense of
freedom is one not grounded in any ontology of the subject, not governed by any
sense of agency or the will, indeed it does not even coincide with anything which
we might call a subject” (HPP, 169). What, therefore, would a nonmetaphysical ac-
count of freedom be? What sort of action is freed when substracted from those
categories? What does it mean to say, as John Sallis reminds us, that Dasein is char-
acterized as “being free [Freisein] for its ownmost potentialit y-for-being” (SZ, 191),
or that Dasein’s “being toward a potentialit y-for-being is itself determined by free-
dom” (SZ, 193)? It appears that the issue, in the end, is to think of freedom as
being originary to Dasein’s Being, and in a sense to Being itself. Schmidt remarks
that the essence of freedom is the essence of being itself (HPP, 169). The meta-
physical ways of enframing freedom (in subjectivit y, in the Will, in causalit y, etc.)
prove inadequate to an authentic thought of freedom, of the “free-ing” in freedom,
what is freeing in our being, what makes us free. This is why the encounter with
Kant is so crucial. The turning point in the thought of freedom takes place in Hei-
degger’s reading of Kant’s moral philosophy. As Frank Schalow shows: “In his
1930 lectures on Kant, Heidegger summarizes his destructive-retrieval of the con-
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cept of freedom in this way. ‘Freedom ceases to be a propert y of human being,’ and
instead ‘man becomes a possibilit y of freedom’” (HPP, 33). This transformation is
followed in careful analyses and demonstrations. The relationship to Kant’s moral
philosophy also is addressed in Jacob Rogozinski’s chapter, although in a more crit-
ical light. Rogozinski argues that in the ontological reduction of the moral Law,
Heidegger runs the risk of not being able to account for the “radicalit y of evil.” The
chapter then draws the limits of the Heideggerian deconstruction of metaphysics by
wondering whether Heidegger has really broken with the tradition of ontodicy,
whether he has not substracted Being from the possibilit y of Evil. He asks: “Would
not this persistence of an undeconstructed configuration mark the limit of Heideg-
gerian deconstruction—of any deconstruction?—the irreducible abutment of the log-
ical reduction that it cannot break up, because it has not taken the step toward
ethics?” (HPP, 59). Another central figure in this confrontation of Heidegger with
the tradition of practical philosophy is of course Aristotle. In his chapter on Hei-
degger’s interpretation of aretê, Jacques Taminiaux continues a work begun several
years ago on this issue, developed in several essays and books. As Taminiaux puts
it, in relation to the problematics of aretê in Heidegger’s text, “the manner in which
Heidegger approached this thematic in his first courses at Freiburg and then at
Marburg, engages a cluster of closely related questions which are pertinent to prac-
tical philosophy” (HPP, 13). More specifically, it informs questions and debates
pertaining to the development of ethical theories in contemporary continental
thought. Through a close reading of the 1924–25 winter semester course on Plato’s
Sophist,5 as well as the 1922 essay, “Phenomenological Interpretations with Respect
to Aristotle: Indication of the Hermeneutical Situation,”6 Taminiaux shows how
the Heideggerian reading of Aristotle, although said to be founded on the phe-
nomenology of Dasein, in turn is founded on a certain reading of Aristotle, a certain
reappropriation of the Nicomachean Ethics.

In Part II, the difficult issue of Heidegger and ethics is taken up. For if Heidegger
rejects traditional understandings of ethics, and even ethics itself as a discipline, one
might argue that his thought allows us to envisage ethics in a different way. In fact,
one could argue that the thought of Being itself is to be approached in ethical terms,
that Being exhibits its own “ethicalit y.” In a rich chapter, Jean-Luc Nancy attempts to
understand further Heidegger’s claim in “Letter on Humanism,” that the thinking of
Being is an “originary ethics,” at the very moment Heidegger rejects ethics as a disci-
pline. To account for this difficult y, Nancy proposes the following hypothesis: “There
is no ‘moralit y’ in Heidegger if what is meant by that is a body of principles and aims
for conduct, fixed by authorit y or by choice, whether collective or individual. But no
philosophy either provides or is by itself a ‘moralit y’ in this sense. Philosophy is not
charged with prescribing norms or values: instead it must think the essence or the
sense of what makes action [l’agir] as such, in other words of what puts action in the
position of having to choose norms or values” (HPP, 66). Nancy then unfolds what
we could call the ethicalit y of Being, which would allow him to justify that the
thought of Being has an ethical dimension. From another perspective, this is also
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what Françoise Dastur attempts to show through a ref lection on the phenomenon of
conscience. Refusing to choose between Lévinas, who asks us to contemplate “other-
wise than Being,” and Heidegger, who leads us to another way of thinking about
Being, Dastur insists that ontology, for Heidegger, is an ontology of finitude, that is,
an ontology that pays attention to “the fact that we have to welcome the at once fright-
ening and marvelous alterit y of a being at the origin of which we are not and which is
also among other things—ourselves” (HPP, 89). In contrast to Levinas’ interpretation,
and in resonance with Paul Ricoeur, Dastur argues that the other is present in Da-
sein’s very being, and that the relation to the other is intrinsic to Dasein’s Being. Fo-
cusing on Heidegger’s 1928–29 winter semester lecture course, Einleitung in die
Philosophie, Jean Greisch proposes “to pursue the question concerning his relation to
the problem of grounding a philosophical ethics” (HPP, 99). Greisch recognizes that
Heidegger’s contribution to ethics is miles away “from the questions of a content-
based ethics.” In a sense, it must be so if what is at stake is a ref lection on the very pos-
sibility of ethics, what constitutes the ethicalit y of ethics. In that perspective, Greisch
begins by emphasizing that being-with others belongs to the very being of human Da-
sein, so that the relation to the other—definition of ethics for Levinas—is constitutive
of Dasein. Addressing several objections traditionally directed at Heidegger (on the
issue of Dasein’s “indifference,” for instance, or on the value of the “with” in Being-
with, contrasted to Levinas’ “for,” in being-for-the-other), Greisch argues that on the
question of indifference, “the very experience of being-alone (of growing isolation in
all material and psychical forms) shows just how little indifferent the other actually
is for Dasein”; further, he stresses that in that 1928–29 course, unconcealment sig-
nifies “necessarily and essentially a sharing [Sichteilen] in truth” (GA 27, 118), so that
Heidegger, as Greisch remarks, does not need to trouble himself “over the concept of
a so-called ‘communicative reason’” (HPP, 103)! Finally, in response to Levinas’
charges that Heidegger’s “philosophy” is a philosophy of power and domination,
Greisch is careful to insist on Dasein’s finite and factical powerlessness, its abandon-
ment to the other entit y, and to the other as such. “In abandonment (which obvi-
ously also includes being delivered over to the other!) the constitutive powerlessness
of factical Dasein expresses itself” (HPP, 111). It is that very finitude and facticit y
which come to constitute the “philosophical basis” for ethics, as Heidegger ap-
proaches it. In “Homo prudens,” Chapter 8, Miguel de Beistegui ref lects on the
thought of “man” in Heidegger’s work and on its nonanthropological scope. De Beis-
tegui shows that in this nonanthropological definition of the human, Heidegger re-
veals an “originary openness” in the human that exposes it to “a constitutive and
non-human otherness” (HPP, 117). De Beistegui then attempts to understand this
openness and excess in ethical terms: “This particular opening to that which always
and from the very start has begun to open itself in [man] . . . is also, I would like to
suggest, ethical” (HPP, 118). He develops that project through a detailed analysis of
“anticipation” (Vorlaufen) in Sein und Zeit, of resoluteness (Entschlossenheit), and Au-
genblick. Once thought outside of the metaphysical representations of ethics (in the
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theory/praxis opposition, etc.), “resoluteness could come to designate the origin of
proper action, and thus to delimit the sphere of ethics itself” (HPP, 126).

Part III is concerned with the philosophical implications of Heidegger’s political
choices and his thinking with respect to a possible politics. Theodore Kisiel enters
Heidegger’s “text” via the Rectoral Address as well. He develops the historical con-
text of the address by identifying three distinct levels of the political in Heidegger’s
analytic of the Dasein of the German people—the phenomenological, metaphysical,
and seynsgeschichtliche—levels that he subsequently unfolds as phases in Heidegger’s
thinking of the political (HPP, 137). Kisiel finds in the Rectoral Address and in Hei-
degger’s lectures of the time a “resistance” “to the increasingly absolutist regime’s
campaign of total coordination” (HPP, 138). He interprets this resistance in light of
Heidegger’s political thought in 1923—a thought he characterizes as fundamentally
Aristotelian (i.e., the phenomenological one). He then discusses what he calls a Pla-
tonic “metaphysical” concept of the political (e.g., in the 1933–34 winter semester
course), where Heidegger focuses on the “relationship between a people and its state,
which constitutes the essence of the political” (HPP, 145). Finally, Kisiel describes the
third concept of the political, born of a “regress to German-Greek Da-sein that gen-
erates the third concept of the political, the archaic (poietic, seynsgeschichtlicher) con-
cept,” one “facilitated especially by Hölderlin’s poetic German translations of Greek
tragedy” (HPP, 152). Kisiel asserts that this return (undertaken, for example, in the
1935 summer semester course, Introduction to Metaphysics, and in the 1942 summer
semester course, Hölderlin’s Hymn “The Ister”) involves nothing less than “a matter of
restoring the originative power of one of the most inf luential words in the Greek lan-
guage, povli~, the root of the political” (HPP, 153). This is a perspective on the basis
of which Kisiel makes the striking comment that Heidegger “criticizes the Nazi claim
of the totalitarian character of the political” (HPP, 154). By distinguishing three con-
cepts of the political operative in Heidegger’s thought, Kisiel not only complexifies an
issue that can be too often caricatured, but he also sheds light on all future debates
on this difficult question. In his chapter, Dennis Schmidt focuses on the Rectoral Ad-
dress. “In the end,” he writes, “any ref lection on the topic of Heidegger and political
life must begin by confronting the Rectoral Address” (HPP, 161). Significantly,
Schmidt reads the Rectoral Address “Self-Assertion of the German Universit y” in re-
lation to Plato’s 7th Letter, stating, “No greater parallel can be found in the history
of philosophy to serve as a sort of model for understanding Heidegger’s astonishing
political naiveté than the case of Plato” (HPP, 162). Schmidt argues that Heidegger’s
address was principally related not to politics or communit y but to the place of the
universit y amidst the politics of the time. Here Schmidt emphasizes that Heidegger’s
effort to renew the universit y through philosophy is plagued by a naiveté concerning
the limits of theory in the political arena. While the Rectoral Address may have
marked Heidegger’s political failure, Schmidt advances the idea that it is, in contrast,
Heidegger’s Beiträge that “might prove to be the entry into Heidegger’s real contribu-
tion to a possible politics” (HPP, 167). In this text, he argues, Heidegger opens our
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thinking to the “full force of freedom in such matters” (HPP, 169). Charles Scott at-
tempts as well to situate Heidegger’s engagement with politics in relation to the pe-
riod associated with the Rectoral Address. Scott proceeds with extreme caution to
situate his discourse in such a way as to wrestle “the positive and practical implica-
tions of Heidegger’s thought for our lives” from the debacle of his political failure.
Scott asserts early on that what especially “strikes” him as “having the most practical
value in his thought is found in its movement that overturns any possible, final au-
thorit y that a person might give to his specific claims” (HPP, 178). And he finds this
movement “even in his Rector’s Address of 1933” (HPP, 178). Scott elaborates on
what we might call this “deconstructive” move in Heidegger’s thought by interrogat-
ing the 1942 lectures on Hölderlin’s poem Der Ister. Here Scott finds within Heideg-
ger’s thought the theme of an attunement to the “questionableness” of being, an
attunement with deconstructive potentialities with respect to concepts of authorit y
or violence. Scott argues that Heidegger “finds in Hölderlin’s poetry a way of speak-
ing that provides that opening,” an opening to attunement and destiny. Scott sug-
gests finally that the opening attunement has the potential to bring about, as
Heidegger apparently wished, a “revolutionary transformation of German language,
understanding, values, and practices” (HPP, 181). Peg Birmingham’s chapter traces
Hannah Arendt’s debt to Martin Heidegger in several respects. Specifically, Birm-
ingham suggests that Arendt adopts Heidegger’s critique of the modern stance to-
ward the world, namely, the Gestell, “a technological enframing in which everyone
and everything is understood in terms of a worldless functionalit y” (HPP, 194).
Arendt agrees with Heidegger, that the modern world of enframing takes place
through a stif ling technological language. Birmingham asserts that Arendt’s notion
of “natalit y” allows for the “unexpected word” that is perhaps the only possible re-
sponse, in its “vulnerabilit y and infelicit y,” to this very Gestell. Birmingham rejects,
however, Arendt’s opposition of her theme of “natalit y” to Heidegger’s themes of
Being-towards-death, or finitude. Birmingham shows that Heidegger’s thinking of
finitude implies a radical opening—a radical possibilit y—that already harbors any
thinking of natalit y and launches an authentic thinking of freedom. This thought of
freedom is related to nothing other than life.

In Part IV, several contributions engage the issues of communit y, of our being-
in-common, and responsibilit y in Heidegger’s thought. François Raffoul’s chapter
engages the question of responsibilit y in Heidegger and attempts to address it in
terms of Heidegger’s thought of Being, that is, outside of the traditional enframing of
responsibilit y in a subject-based thinking (i.e., as accountabilit y). Further, Raffoul
considers that Heidegger’s understanding of responsibilit y sheds light on many de-
bates raging today around the question of ethics. The focus is placed on the connec-
tion between responsibilit y, facticit y, and otherness in Heidegger. Several questions
lead this ref lection: How does the concept of Dasein involve responsibilit y? What are
the ontological senses of responsibilit y? Does it exceed an egocentric and subjectivis-
tic enclosure? To what extent does it manifest an essential exposure to otherness?
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Raffoul begins to show that the very concept of Dasein means to be a responsibilit y
for itself, as the term care clearly indicates. Dasein is a concern for Being, for its being,
and for the being of other entities. Raffoul further elaborates on that sense of re-
sponsibilit y in terms of the finite constitution of Dasein, through analyses of Da-
seins’s facticit y, “guilt,” or Being-guilt y (Schuldigsein). The origins of responsibilit y:
Dasein is called to appropriate the inappropriable of its own “existence,” its birth, its
death, its whole being. However, this inappropriabilit y reveals the otherness at the
heart of Dasein. Raffoul unfolds the presence of this otherness in an analysis of the
call of conscience in Being and Time, echoing what Dastur also says in this book
about “the most intimate alterit y.” Stressing the irreducible place of otherness in the
being of Dasein, Raffoul concludes by arguing that “it is in such a nexus of responsi-
bilit y, facticit y, and otherness that the site of ethics, of an “originary ethics,” is to be
situated in Heidegger’s work” (HPP, 218). David Wood’s self-confessed “experimen-
tal” chapter attempts to “show that Heidegger’s problematic can be effectively devel-
oped through a consideration of the complex temporalit y of human maturation and
development” (HPP, 219). Beginning with a ref lection on what reading, and reading
responsibly, can mean, Wood stresses that Heidegger “distinguishes two kinds of in-
terpretation: recapitulation and real explication, and emphasizes the need for the
risk, violence, daring needed for the latter” (HPP, 221). In light of this distinction,
Wood himself engages in that risk and raises a question that would challenge any as-
sumption regarding the strictly “adult” status of Dasein. As Wood puts it, “Dasein,
for the most part, seems to mean adult Dasein” (HPP, 225). He then proceeds to re-
f lect on possible analogies or proximities between child development (if we under-
stand that “the whole issue of human development is like a court yard opening onto,
and opened onto by, the most pressing concerns of our time—historical, political, ed-
ucational, and environmental”) and various features of historical Dasein, on the
basis of the claim that “the truth about Dasein’s temporalit y lies in its developmen-
tal incompleteness” (HPP, 227). It is our “continuing responsibilit y,” David Wood
believes, to keep “exploring these passages, opening these doors” (HPP, 232). From
the outset, Walter Brogan, in his chapter, states clearly his goal: “I will argue in this
chapter that Being and Time provides, in several essential respects, the appropriate
philosophical basis for a contemporary, postmodern understanding of ethical re-
lationships and political communit y” (HPP, 237). Further, Brogan insists that this
understanding of “post-metaphysical” communit y—one “that does not erase the sin-
gularit y and alterit y of those who participate” (HPP, 237) in it—is further pursued by
Heidegger and developed in the later Contributions to Philosophy. Brogan first at-
tempts to show that death, as understood in Heidegger’s analysis, is “the precondi-
tion for a philosophy of communit y that remains faithful to the utter singularit y and
finitude of each of the members of the human communit y” (HPP, 237). Although
this claim may seem paradoxical, it only appears so if one begins with an under-
standing of being-with as a negation of singularities. But Brogan argues that being-
towards-death is “the limit condition that prevents the co-optation and appropriation
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of the being of another” (HPP, 237). He develops in several analyses the features of
what he thus calls a “mortal communit y.” Moving to the recently published Contri-
butions to Philosophy, Brogan f leshes out Heidegger’s sense of communit y in this last
work. The central insight is that community in Heidegger’s later thought is “the com-
munit y of those to come, is a communit y of singular beings” (HPP, 244). This
demonstration is done through analyses of several passages from the Beiträge.
Lawrence Hatab ref lects on empathy as a crucial ethical motif and how it figures in
Heidegger’s thought. The following themes are considered: the ecstatic nature of Da-
sein’s finite being-in-the-world; the ecstatic conjunction of being-in and being-with;
the primacy of Befindlichkeit and Stimmung; and Heidegger’s remarks on empathy
(Einfühlung). Hatab insists on Heidegger’s overcoming of the modern, isolated, indi-
vidual subject. He writes that “in Being and Time Heidegger undermines the subject-
object bifurcation and the notion of an isolated, unencumbered self by showing how
human Dasein is being-in-the-world” (HPP, 250). Emphasizing the ec-static nature of
Dasein, as well as the place of moods, in this overcoming of subjectivit y, Hatab pro-
ceeds by ref lecting on empathy as a “moral mood.” He clarifies that in Heidegger’s
critique of empathy, “It is not the phenomenon of shared feeling that is rejected, but
rather the theoretical model that presumes isolated selves that somehow must ven-
ture ‘out’ to each other” (HPP, 255). In fact, Heidegger’s critique lies in the argument
that empathy presupposes isolated subjects, which he wants to dispute by insisting on
the originary being-with of Dasein (therefore not needing empathy to “step in” in
order to relate to the other). As Hatab writes in a striking formulation: “No, the
shared affect just happens” (HPP, 256). Heidegger’s critique can then help us challenge
the subjectivistic assumptions that prevail in the social sciences. Hatab illustrates this
Heideggerian contribution in the domain of child development. The author then de-
velops several analyses that reveal both the value and the limits of empathy for ethics.

Part V considers Heidegger’s relation to a number of questions that define our
epoch. Thomas Sheehan focuses on Heidegger’s ref lections on nihilism, ref lec-
tions that lie at the heart of his thought and inform his relation to practical philos-
ophy throughout his career. In this vein, Sheehan writes: “The task of Heidegger’s
philosophy would be to ‘annihilate nihilism,’ to overcome it by drastically limiting
the power and reach of technology and making room again for nature” (HPP, 276).
Accordingly, Heidegger’s thought would lead us to “turn our backs on industrial-
ization, techno-science, the exploitation of the earth” (HPP, 276). It was this philo-
sophical motivation that led Heidegger to be aligned with National Socialism.
However, in his chapter, Sheehan takes a remarkable step in opposing Heidegger’s
critique of technê, writing: “Entities are endlessly available to human engagement
and manipulation. The technological domination of the globe is the gift of the fi-
nite open. Far from having a philosophically negative valence, die Technik is the
positive outcome of Ereignis” (HPP, 295). Indeed, Sheehan’s chapter suggests “that
what Heidegger has to say about the essence of nihilism—important though it might
be—cannot realistically serve as a philosophical platform for grounding political op-
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tions” (HPP, 297). More telling is his assertion that “Heidegger’s ideas on histori-
cal-cultural nihilism—for whatever light they may shed on the question of essential
nihilism—will not help one bit with changing the real powers that drive tevcnh
today (HPP, 297). Pierre Jacerme, in contrast, asks in Chapter 18, “Is There an
Ethics for the ‘Atomic Age’”? Ethics for Aristotle, Jacerme asserts, is concerned
with habit: “Its name ethike is one that is formed by a slight variation from the
word ethos (habit),” and “moral virtue comes about as a result of habit.”7 But, with
Hiroshima, Jacerme asks, do we not see the appearance of the inhabitual; the
strangest and most uncanny? Jacerme reads Heidegger’s work in 1949—in the Bremen
lectures on technology (The Thing, The Ge-Stell, The Danger, The Turning)—as an at-
tempt to configure an êthos of man that would correspond to the uncanny “danger”
that “concerns” his being. Jacerme’s ref lections on Heidegger’s engagement with
the “atomic age” are interwoven with notes from Hiroshima by Kenzaburo Oe and
Hersey’s Hiroshima. Jacerme asserts that after Hiroshima the uncanny undermines
any possibilit y of a normative ethics, thus the uncanny becomes what must be
thought in a “positive” way in order to delineate an originary ethics. “Man” has ab-
rogated his position as the measure of all things, and it is Being—in its very un-
canny event—that emerges as the measure of an originary ethics. Andrew Mitchell
engages Heidegger’s thinking with respect to praxis in relation to Nietzsche.
Mitchell suggests that “the thought of life, the ground of both art and knowledge
for Nietzsche, is ultimately what is at stake in the Heidegger-Nietzsche confronta-
tion.” Life likewise provides the context for Heidegger’s considerations of practice
in The Will to Power As Knowledge. Life is that embodiment which opens out onto
chaos, inseparably joined to a surrounding world of will to power (HPP, 318). For
Mitchell, the “traditional view of praxis as a ‘deed’ or ‘activit y’ by which goals are
realized and intentions carried out” misses the necessit y of praxis for life. Mitchell
states that, for Heidegger, “praxis first means neither ‘deed’ nor ‘activit y,’ but
rather the sheer ‘performance of life’ (Lebensvollzug)” (HPP, 321). Further, Mitchell
insists that with Heidegger, the performance of this life is always at the limit of fini-
tude. But the limit that praxis encounters is always only to be transgressed—it must
be, for life is nothing more than this transgression. Life is born of such overstep-
ping that first begins from the limit. “Life begins at the limit, this is the fruit of Hei-
degger’s Nietzsche confrontation,” writes Mitchell, and it is through the
confrontation of these two thinkers that he engages Heidegger’s thought of the
character of a praxis for our time—in Heidegger’s notion of Gelassenheit, or release-
ment. Releasement is the practice of life at its limit, a practice that no longer over-
steps that limit but rather first lets it be. This letting be, Mitchell suggests, is
Heidegger’s renewed conception of praxis, thus echoing what Heidegger had al-
ready said of letting-be in the 1928–29 course as the “originary practice [Urhand-
lung] of Dasein” (GA 27, 112, 183, 199). William Richardson gives thought to the
relation between Heidegger and Lacan and in turn to the truth of psychoanalytic
praxis. He asks what happens to the truth of psychoanalysis when the positivist
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ideal of classical science is rejected, as is the case with Lacan. “The truth of the sub-
ject,” he writes, “comes about, then, through the speaking that constitutes the psy-
choanalytic process” (HPP, 345). This is a “revelatory” truth born from a
“historicizing process.” “Founded thus in language itself, truth has an inex-
haustible resilience” (HPP, 345). Yet Richardson points out that with this inex-
haustibilit y, there is no “truth of this truth—no final standard. There is only the
momentary event of the enunciation.” In order to interrogate this psychoanalytic
proxis, Richardson, in his contribution to this book, draws from Heidegger’s own
treatment of the Greek a-lêtheia.

After years of sterile polemics regarding Heidegger’s relation to ethics and poli-
tics, it is our hope that this book—through the contributions of its authors—will open
the way to a genuine philosophical engagement with the practical dimension of Hei-
degger’s thought.
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